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Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! Continuing my search read more about J Krishnamurti I took On Love and Loneliness. This is a series of discourses recorded as books. These are some of my kindle notes: Love becomes when the mind is naturally calm, not made quiet, when it sees the fake as false and the true as true. The
process of use, thought, imagination, holding, enping, resisting, is all smoke, and when smoke is not, the fire of love. Sensation is a thought process, which is not love. When the dominant mind and thought process are important, there is no love. Sex is a sensation created, described by the mind, and then the mind acts or does not act. Love that uses,
exploits, and then feels sorry can't be love, because love is not a thing of the mind. The thought of moving away from loneliness is in itself a form of insembada ins and outs. Love is not pleasure. Love is not a pursuit or avoiding fear. Love is not attachment. Love has no suffering. as long as the human mind is wounded and therefore insensitive, it will never
know what beauty is —in the things that man has made, in the line of a building, and on a mountain, in a beautiful tree. A movement, a word, a look, is enough to hurt. Wisdom comes in understanding suffering and all the implications of suffering, not only personal, but also human suffering that man has created. ONE of the causes of suffering is attachment.
In the appendix there is fear, jealousy, anxiety, suffering. Psychologically, suffering comes through attachment —to an idea, an ideal, an opinion, a belief, to a person, to a concept. The world is a mirror in which you search that shows the operation of your own mind. Other causes of suffering are a great sense of loss, loss of prestige, loss of power, loss of so
many things, and loss of someone you think you love —and there is death, the ultimate suffering. One of the main reasons for suffering is a sense of isolation, a feeling of total loneliness. To end grief completely is the hardest thing to do, because sadness is always with us in one form or another. Sadness ends only when we face the fact of grief, when we
understand and transcend its causes and effects. Love is now almost synonymous with sex &amp;amp; his expression &amp; all that is involved in it — self-tenderness and so on. when intense pleasure is supported by thought, then there is a contradiction that is aggression, retaliation, anger, hatred, born of the feeling of not getting the pleasure you inapi,
and therefore fear, again quite clear if you observe it. Love comes only when the mind is very calm, not interested, not self-centered. Where there is dependency, there is fear, and where there is fear, there is authority, there is no love. Love. And duty to allah, who is given a son. And when the pleasure is thwarted, blocked, there is fear, and because of that
fear there is aggression. Most people are afraid to stand alone; they are afraid to think of things for themselves, afraid to feel deep, to explore and discover the whole meaning of life. When there is love, there is beauty. Love and compassion with their intelligence is the endless truth. Compassion means passion for all. Compassion should not exist, or love, if
you belong to any sect, any group, or organized religion. Without love, life is like a shallow pond. When there is an end to suffering there is passion. And with the end of suffering there is love. Anger is no different from mine; I'm angry. I'm greedy. I'm scared. I'm all of it. But the thought says, 'I have to control, I have to escape from fear', so thinking then
creates a different observer than observed, and in those circumstances there is conflict. The idea is not love. The idea is, the word is not love. But only when you have seen the whole movement of desire, attachment, pleasure, then from the depth of perception it comes this strange flower with its amazing perfume. Someone who tries to eat money is always
hungry. Gaana Album English Album {source:2,source_id:739744,object_type:2,id:739744,status:0,title:Lonely Love,trackcount:2,track_ids:18679510,,status:Lonely Love,trackcount:2,track_ids:18679510,18679510,18679511,objtype:2,share_url:\/album\/lonely-
love,albumartwork:https://\/\/a10.gaanacdn.com\/images\/album\/44\/739744\/crop_80x80_739744.jpg\/images\/albums\/739744\/,artist:{artist_id:426977,name:Tana-p,ar_click_url:\/artist\/tana-p},artistAll:[{artist_id:426977,name Tana-p,ar_click_url:\\/artist\/tana-p}],premium_content:0,release_date:Jun 17,
2004,duration:08:32,language:English,is_premium:null} The album is inactive Lonely Love is an English album released in June 2004. Lonely Love Album has 2 songs sung by Tana-p. Listen to all songs in high &amp;quality &amp; download Lonely Love songs on Related Gaana.com Tags - Lonely Love, Lonely Love Songs, Lonely Love Songs Download,
Download Lonely Love Songs, Listen to Lonely Love Songs, Lonely Love MP3 Songs, Tana-p Songs Fall In Love by Krishnamurti. From the intro: What is love? The word is so loaded and broken that I hardly like to use it. Everyone talks about love – every magazine and newspaper and every eternal missionary talk of love. I love my country, I love my king, I
love some books, I love that mountain, I love pleasure, I love my wife, I love God. Is it a love of ideas? If yes, it can be cultivated, cultivated, push-pushed, twisted in any way you like. When you say you love God what does that mean? This means that you like the projection of your own imagination, the projection of yourself dressed in certain forms of
reverence according to what you think is noble and holy; so to say, 'I'm God, that's absolute. And when you call on Allah, you will surely worship yourselves. Download On Love as a free pdf ebook here: Issue:Paperback Publisher: Harper CollinsTags: Afrikaans, Albania, Arabic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bengali, Bosnian, Burmese,
Catalan, Catalog, Chinese-Complex, Classical, Corsican, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Farsi, Feature, Finnish, Georgian, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Japanese, Javanese, Komi, Korean, Kurdish, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Montenegrin, New, Norweigan, Pashto, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Serbian, Sinhala,
Slovakian , Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Tajik, Thailand, Ukraine, Vietnam, Welsh una graaaaan disculpa por la demora, este vídeo iba a salir más temprano pero no sé pudo. Igual aquí lo tienen. Pls, don't forget to suscribe and like for more... 3* Creamy mushroom soup. I chose this book to accompany me during my trip in Kashmir; and I think it's
perfect for travel. When I go through difficult times myself, on love and loneliness makes me question the love I have for myself, and my environment and to better understand the difference between loneliness and loneliness. It sets out a series of unanswered questions but makes you dig into them and reflect on them. The style is a bit chaotic and the ideas
somehow reset 3* Creamy mushroom soup. I chose this book to accompany me during my trip in Kashmir; and I think it's perfect for travel. When I go through difficult times myself, on love and loneliness makes me question the love I have for myself, and my environment and to better understand the difference between loneliness and loneliness. It sets out a
series of unanswered questions but makes you dig into them and reflect on them. His style was a bit chaotic and the ideas somehow repetitive but it was fine. It's not a book to read for the literary value it presents but for the spiritual knowledge you might get. Of course, it wasn't very practical and somehow idealistic, but still I found in it the poise and
composure I was looking for so it basically gave me a feeling of more than knowledge. If you are looking for a book that can teach you a thing or two about yourself while giving you a feeling of peace and quiet then this one is a good choice. I quote: So is love fun? Is love united by thought? Is love envious? Can anyone love anyone who is envious, who is
greedy, ambitious, violent, conforming, obedient, really in distraction? So what is love? It is not one of the Here you go, obviously. It's not a pleasure. Pleasure is supported by thought; therefore thinking is not love. Thought can't foster love. It can and does not foster the pursuit of pleasure, as does fear, but the mind cannot create love, or put it down Look at
the truth. Look and you will throw away your ambition, your greed, altogether. So through negation you come to the most extraordinary thing called love, which is the most positive. What is the relationship between the pursuit of pleasure and love? Apparently, the two went together. I want to see the sunset, I want to see the trees, full of the beauty of the
earth. It's not my earth or your earth, it's ours. So fortunately, there is this feeling of love, perhaps cloudy, perhaps tarnished and ugly, but there is still that feeling fortunately for you and me; Otherwise, you and I won't be educated, there won't be. Why is our lives empty? Even though we are active vert, even though we write books and go to the movies, even
though we play, love, and go to the office, yet our lives are empty, boring, just routines. Why is our relationship so tawdry, empty, and without much significance? We know our own lives well enough to realize that our existence has very little meaning. You have to like things to understand it. Love is the only revolution, and love is not a theory, not an idea, it
does not follow any book or patter of social behavior; it must be found only when the mind, predictably, is not looking for an escape for loneliness. There may be freedom from fear only when there is self-knowledge. Self-knowledge is the beginning of wisdom, which is the end of fear. The one who escapes from himself, from his own emptiness, whose
escape is his quest for God, is on the same level as a drunk. You know, when you have a little boy with you, you listen to his cries, you listen to his words, mutter. You are so concerned you are listening; You may fall asleep, but as he cries you wake up. You are attentive all the time because the child is yours, you have to take care of him, you have to love
him, you have to hold him. Now with the same quality of attention, compassion, care, you give to the child's every move, can you watch the mirror that is yourself? Beauty exists only in the flowering of goodness. You will find out what love is and what sadness is when your mind has rejected all explanations and no longer imagine no longer looking for the
cause, no longer indulging in words or returning in memory for its own pleasure and pain. Your mind must be completely calm, without a word, without symbols, without ideas. You know, a flower that has perfume doesn't care who comes to smell it, or who turns away from it. ... More... More
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